
Testimonials

« We have used Melissa’s talent for photos countless times for our benefits. Every time she
knows how to get the emotions there. She manages to surprise us all the time when she
captures those little details that make the difference. Thanks Melissa for your kindness and your
professionalism. We strongly recommend her for your events, you will not be sorry! »  - The
team from Fondation En Coeur

  

  

« Melissa has an eye for “framing” her subject and capturing ideal light, to create those
memorable candid pictures and portraits. Not only does her vibrancy and smile put everyone
immediately at ease, but Melissa’s professionalism, reliability and flexibility as a pro
photographer continues to make her a valued partner in the success of our events. »  - Heather
Schidlowsky, Altima Concept, a DMC Network Company 
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« We were looking for a photographer with talent, creativity and professionalism to capture thegreatest moments in our organization. With Melissa, we have found even more. Since she is alikable, discreet and efficient person, it permits us to trust in her so we can concentrate on otheraspects of our events. Thanks Melissa for your contribution! »  - Sylvie Robitaille,communications advisor,ATEQ – Association du transport écolier du Québec    

« Melissa offers a courteous and professional service. In addition to being devoted to her work,she is also a very cordial person. She is a ray of sunshine for those who have the chance towork with her! »  - Myriam Arpin, CEO of  Fondation du Cégep de Sorel-Tracy    

« Being a host and also producing events, I think it is essential to have a photographer whoknows when to snap a picture at the right moment! Melissa knows where to stand, be discreetand capture that instant of emotion when it appears. My clients are always satisfied with herwork and, for myself, when she takes photos of me, I am very happy with the results.  » - AndréAuger, Les Événements André Auger     

« We have called on Melissa’s services a few years ago. Since the beginning, we noticed wecould count on her experience and her innovative ideas for making corporate humoristic photoswith good taste. Ever since, we always benefit from her excellent services and our guests arealways pleased. This is why we recommend her without any hesitation. »  - Carole Forcier,manager, member services, IADQ – Insurance Institute     

« The team Projet Montréal from Plateau-Mont-Royal really appreciates the warmth and casualfeeling that emanates from the photos taken by Melissa. She perfectly captured our team spirit.»  - Christine Gosselin, political attachée, ville de Montréal, borough of Plateau-Mont-Royal     
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« I have called up Melissa’s services twice for the Omnium Guillaume Latendresse and I wasreally delighted with this experience. Melissa is a very professional, honest and efficient woman.Her photography experience reflects the quality of her work. Working with Melissa is alwayssimple and fun. If you never had the pleasure of using her services, I strongly recommend youdo so. »  - Jean-Pascal Maher, Agence Zigo     

« Melissa’s professionalism and kindness are greatly appreciated by our members during ourassociation’s annual golf tournament. She knows how to get the people’s attention and alsocreate a relaxed atmosphere for classical or humoristic group pictures. As organizer of thetournament, I am truly satisfied with her work and enjoy working with her. I know for sure that Iwill be calling on her services for our next golf tournament. »  - Delphine Meca, special eventscoordinator,ACRGTQ – Association des constructeurs de routes et de grands travaux du Québec     

« Very professional, she respected the time frame I had to take the photos. I loved myexperience with Melissa and I would refer her without hesitation. Above all, her pictures arebreathtaking. »  - Véronique Desrochers, wedding photography     

« Thanks Melissa for your enthusiasm, your respect, your patience and the quality of your work.You know how to capture the beauty of the moment. It is so nice to work with you. »  - MaudeLaurin, Sonia Laurin et Benoit Desrosiers, maternity photography – portrait   
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